
                      

Coaches guide 
 

 

 

 

Getting questions answered: 

 

• If you can’t answer questions for your team (or if you have questions), here is where to 

go: 

1. Parents go to coaches. 

2. Coaches go to the League VP’s. 

3. The league VP goes to the proper BOD member. 

 

If a parent wants to voice a concern or make a comment directly to the BOD, there is a 

form they use that gets reviewed by a committee of 4 BOD members that make up the 

QCC (quality control committee).  Just click on the comment/complaint tab on the 

website.  

 

In a league that is 100% volunteer run yet has over 1,500 members and an administrative 

volunteer rate below 1%, of membership, there needs to be a process to keep the precious 

few volunteers sane. 

 

 

Equipment: 

 

• Equipment is handed out prior to the first practice.  If you need something extra, there is 

some small stock of additional equipment remaining after hand out.  Please ask your 

League VP if you need something. 

 

• Pitching machines are kept in the black bins during the season.  It is your responsibility to 

get them out and put them back. 

 

• Keys for black bins are available at equipment handout.  Often the locks are the same for 

several years, so ask for a key if you don’t have one from previous years.  VLL will tell 

you if the locks change. 

 

 



 

 

Scheduling: 

 

• The pre-planned scheduling is done by the master scheduler.  We share the fields with 

multiple groups including the school, which has priority.  We take into account travel, 

school ball, other sports, etc. and do the best schedule overall.  It will never be optimal 

for everyone with 7 fields and over 80 teams using them.     

 

• Individual team practice or game changes need to be done between coaches.  So work 

with the other coach, find an open field and time that is mutually agreeable and then 

contact the League VP.  In the course of one year, VLL schedules over 2,300 events.  

This person cannot do one-off requests. 

 

• If you want a few extra practices, it is first come, first serve.  Additional practices are not 

scheduled.  Please be aware that because a field appears open on the master schedule 

does not necessarily mean it is available.  For example, it could be locked down by the 

school for ladies softball. 

 

 

Game rules: 

 

VLL is a Little League organization and we play by Little League rules.  However, we have 

the right to make rules more stringent and in some cases we exercise this right to increase 

playing time, increase safety given the local field circumstances, etc.  Rules for each league 

are posted on the website.  90’ ball is played 100% by LLI rules.  Minors plays by LLI 

Minors rules with some enhancements.  American and younger play exclusively by VLL 

rules because our programs are more advanced and do not correlate with LLI official 

programs in those age brackets.  VLL Majors is known as INTERMEDIATE by LLI naming 

convention.  So we play by LLI Intermediate rules with a few minor adjustments found on 

the website. 

 

 

Uniforms: 

 

Uniforms are ordered long before registration closes and each year suppliers change their 

sizes – even for the same model number jersey.  So it is a guessing game.  We do the best we 

can, but the reality is uniforms will be a challenge every year given VLL has to order 

uniforms for kids that aren’t even signed up yet and every year what a specific size means in 

terms of real size, changes.  On or before opening day we do an exchange program.  In a 

nutshell, VLL orders more than we need but give it all out.  Each coach is to return anything 

not used at the uniform exchange event and can (hopefully) swap stuff for the handful of kids 

on each team that have sizing problems. 

 

 



Fields: 

 

It is each team’s responsibility to rake the fields after each use.  If you involve a few parents, 

it is a 5 minute operation.  Raking equipment is found in the black bins.  Do not assume there 

is an unpaid volunteer that will do this for you.  However, in some cases, we do have 

volunteers who are trained to use the field equipment and will drag the field for you.  But you 

must get verbal confirmation or you are to assume it is your job as coach to make sure the 

field is cared for when you leave. 

 

 

Practice and teaching plans:  

 

VLL works carefully with the VCS coaches to align our teaching with the school’s efforts.  

This increases continuity as the kids grow and removes conflict between coach teachings for 

kids playing on multiple teams at the same time.  It is our expectation that our coaches follow 

the training guide assembled by the school coaches in conjunction with VLL.  The VCS 

baseball track record speaks for itself.  Very few are qualified to question their methods.  

Please use it.  It is attached. 

 

 

Rain outs/bad weather: 

 

• VLL or the school may close the fields.  If a field closure goes out, please do not go on 

the fields even if a field may appear playable.  Many times the weather is questionable.  

If that is the case, VLL tries to keep the fields open to allow coaches to use their better 

judgment.  Please use your head.  If the fields are saturating, rake them up quickly and 

clear out.  If there is lightening in the area vacate the fields immediately and follow Little 

League protocol for a minimum of 20 minutes passing with zero lightening in the area 

before re-taking fields. 

 

 

 



2012 Field Maintenance Procedures 

 

Field maintenance is the responsibility of all families in Victor Little League and VCBS to 

ensure a safe and enjoyable playing environment.  Each team, T-Ball through Senior levels, is 

responsible for pre and post game field maintenance.  It is intended that the following 

maintenance tasks be completed as a team responsibility to reinforce good work habits and 

responsibility to our children.  Please show respect for each other by doing your team’s share, 

and to show your appreciation for all the time, money, and hard work that we have put into our 

new fields.  A few people working together will expedite the process and have a huge impact on 

the longevity of the field surface and safety for the kids. 

 

COACHES:  All coaches are to ensure the following team field maintenance instructions are 

completed before and after every game.  They apply for both sets of coaches (Home and Visitor) 

and for all games--weeknight and weekend.  It is strongly recommended that each coach recruit 

team managers/parent volunteers to help facilitate field maintenance procedures for expediency.  

  

Please use this information (see page 2 detailed procedures) to educate yourself AND your 

parent volunteers who help out before and after the game.  Even with the best of intentions, we 

risk undoing what we have tried so hard to master!   

 

PRE-GAME MAINTENANCE: 

1. Remove and neatly stack tarps and tires behind backstops 

2. Rake and Drag the infield playing surfaces (be sure to rake “in” to avoid lipping) 

3. Chalk batter’s box and line field 

4. Install bases 

 

POST-GAME MAINTENANCE: 
1. Clean and exit dugouts promptly 

2. Rake and Drag the infield playing surfaces (be sure to rake “in” to avoid lipping) 

3. If last game of the day: 

• Remove & store bases on fields 17 and 25 (only).  Install base plugs after bases are 

removed 

• Install tarps and tires over mound and home plate area (if available) 

 

Thank you in advance for helping to keep our fields in superb condition.  A few minutes of 

maintenance by every team, each time the fields are used, will keep our fields in top playing 

condition and ensure the safest playing surface possible! 
 

Please contact Chuck Lamagra at 585-503-8336 or vicepresident@victorlittleleague.org if 

you have any questions, or if you need additional "on-the-job" training.   
 

PRE-GAME MAINTENANCE (DETAIL) 
 

1. TARP REMOVAL: Remove and store tarp and tires from the mound & home plate areas and store them 

NEATLY behind the backstops. 



 

2. RAKING/DRAGGING: Fields should be in raked condition upon arrival.  To the extent fields are not in 

raked condition, please reference post-game maintenance raking/dragging procedures.  PLEASE help rake in 

between all games.  If we all work together then EVERY team will get a “FRESH” game feeling with every 

field looking like it did just before the first game! 

 

3. CHALK/LINING: The field will be lined by the first team of the day (weekends), and throughout the day 

as needed.  If you arrive and the field is unlined or chalk is faint, then please re-chalk/line fields.   Chalkers, 

string lines, and batter’s box templates are located in the concession storage area.  Additional chalkers are 

located in the field boxes or in the black bins.  Please fill the chalker by the field boxes to keep (spilled) chalk 

off the field.  Return the chalkers, string lines, and templates to the storage area or black bins immediately after 

use.   

 

4. BASES: Install bases if required (bases located in concession storage and/or black bins) and place base 

plugs on storage shelves where they can be easily found by the last team of the day. 

 

Note:  Based on available water, you may choose to lightly water the infield surface including the chalk lining.  

A gentle sprinkling will keep dust down and will prolong the life of the chalk during/after play.   

 

 

POST-GAME MAINTENANCE (DETAIL) 
 

1. DUG-OUTS: Gather all team belongings immediately following a game and ensure dugouts are absolutely 

clean/free of trash hence allowing the next team to enter promptly.  

 

2. RAKING/DRAGGING:   

 

Raking - Immediately after each game use a long aluminum landscape rake to PULL IN the infield 

material off the grass and back onto the infield skin.  Smooth out the mound and batter's box areas 

using the flat edge of the landscape rake, NOT THE TOOTHED SIDE.  The toothed side of the rake 

will damage the material under the surface of the mound and batter’s box areas!  Use this same 

method around the bases, in the sliding areas.  This will keep the infield conditioner on TOP of the red 

clay, and will prevent it from getting mixed under throughout the season.   

 

Dragging:  Note we're trying to get away from the concept of raking the entire field if drags are 

available.  Raking can be destructive to the playing surface as raking the wrong way will create "lips" 

at the grass edges that require large reconstructive efforts to remedy.  Please use the screen drags 

located at each field to drag the infield playing areas.  The narrower 36" drags should be pulled from 

the home plate area down the base paths toward 1st and 3rd bases. The 36" or the 72" screen drags 

should be used for the skinned/base areas.  REMEMBER THIS:  If you ALWAYS pull in the 

direction of the base paths, and never toward a grass edge, then the "lipping" problem of dirt buildup 

at the edge of the infield will be greatly reduced. If you only see one size drag just use it as outlined 

above. 

 

3. BASES: If you are the last game of the day, remove the bases and put them in the concession storage and/or 

the black bins CAREFULLY (Field 17 and 25 bases are to be stored in the black bins)!  Install the base plugs 

before dragging. 

 

4. CHALK/LINING: If necessary, re-chalk and line fields for the next game.   

 

5. TARPS:  If your team is the last game of the day be sure to install the tarp covering the mound and home 

plate areas (if available).  Use the tires to ensure the tarp stays in place.  The tires go on the outer most corners 

of the tarp.  
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Coaching Youth Baseball 

A. Assemble Coaching Staff with big picture mentality with a team first approach 

• Coach and positively motivate every player to reach their potential as a young 

player 

• Teach valuable life lessons that pop up throughout a season such as: 

Sportsmanship, Dealing with failure, How to be a leader, How to be a 

competitor, How to deal with calls that don’t go your way, etc… 

B. Systematic approach for practice and games (plan for players and assistant coaches) 

• Create an organized plan for players to build fundamental skills and learn 

situations (Routines, Progression Drills) 

• Assign coaches to small groups allowing for individualized instruction 

(Coordinators) 

• Develop fundamental routines leading to player development and coaching 

opportunities 

(Warm-up, Stretching, Offense, Defense, Game Situations, Fun) 

C. Assign Practice and Game Coaching Responsibilities 

Practice Coordinators 

• Practice Plan- Head Coach 

• Offensive- works with the hitters giving instruction 

• Defensive-works with position players on fundamentals of throwing, catching 

and fielding 

• Pitchers and Catchers-works mechanics and runs bull pen sessions 

Game Coordinators 

• Head Coach- Pre-game routine, line-up and anticipated changes, offensive signs, 

defensive changes, deal w/umpire, end of game team meeting. 

• Offense- Pre-game offensive warm-up, coach up situations before and after an at 

bat with player, end of game offensive positives and things to work on. 

• Defense- Pre-game defensive warm-up, position the defense, coach before- 

during and after the play, end of game defensive positives and things to work on. 

• Pitcher & Catcher- coach in the bull pen warm-up, motivate during the game 

with positive verbal feedback from the dugout, understand when to make a 

change because of game situation, pitch count, etc …, end of game positives and 

things to work on 

(Encourage Individual Hustle, Supportive Team Enthusiasm, Compete Pitch by Pitch, Learn to Overcome 

Failures and Focus on the Future)  



Victor Youth Baseball Practice Plan

Date: Goals- Teach Fundamental Skills & Situational Baseball (A) Day Plan

*Practice #1- (INDY, Group, Fun,Team Building) 90 min or less

**keep drills basic and progress as they are mastered

Early Work-fun A. Bucket Fungos (INF or OF Focus) or pepper AC

(A or B- day) B. Swing Thought, T, Soft Toss or hot box AC

INDY Work 10 min Warm-up:  Base run Fundamentals & Dynamic Stretch ALL Coaches

3/4 speed -Home to 1st, 1st to 3rd, 3rd to Home 

Toy Soldiers, Fd Lunge & Balance, Quad & Reach, Side Lunge, Heel & Elbow, Arm Circles, Forearms & Ankles, Full Sprint

5 min Break for Set-up and H20

Group Work 15 min Stations:  O, D, P &C's Fundamental Drills:

Offense Swing Thought, Tee, Soft Toss, Cage (2 sacs & 5 with 2 strikes) Offense Coach

Defense Throwing Progression, Ground Ball, Fly Ball (Alternate INF or OF focus) Defense Coach

(A) Day P P-Mechanics- Wall Balance, No arm delivery, Short Box Pen throwing (5,5,5) Pitching Coach

(B) Day C C-Mechanics- Stance, Frame, Block, Foot work for throwing runners out Pitching Coach

5 min H20 Break and Set-Up:  

Team Work 15  minTeach Period (BP, defense,intrasquad) (A)-BP or (B)-Def

Situational BP 3 player groups (Hitting, INF, OF) -5 reps & run out last rep live

Group 1=HIT Offensive focus No Strikes, Two Strikes, Opposite Field, Small Ball Offense Coach

Group 2=DEF INF focus on fielding and throwing to First Base (Coach & Bucket) Defense Coach

Group 3=DEF Outfielders reads, back-ups and throwing to Cutoff man (Coach & Bucket) Defense Coach

Fun Game 10 min team building activities All Coaches

Safety Ball Tag, Beat The Clock Base running, Competition Relay, Two Base Tee Game

* cut out team period when first starting out to develop fundamentals and routines 

**can shorten group work station as players develop fundamentals

***everyone can learn Pitcher and Catcher Drills until players are slotted 



Baseball FUNdamental Warm-up & Team Building Activities 
 

Safety Ball Tag:  (Throwing and Catching) 

- 2 players start as the “it” team w/hats turned backwards. 

- “It” team will throw, catch, chase, and tag other players. 

- If a player is tagged they become part of the “it” team (turn hat backwards). 

- Time limit (3 sec.) or step limit (5) maybe stipulated for the “it” team before they must tag or 

release ball 

- Add more than one ball and limit playing boundaries as game goes on. 

 

Beat the Clock:  (Base running) 

- Players must beat individual or cumulative team time to 1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
, and home.  

 

Two Base Tee Game:  (Hitting and Relays to home) 

- 3 or 4 to a group. One group hits for three outs while the other two teams play defense. 

- Hit ball off tee, players must run to 1
st
 and back home before they are forced out at 1

st
 or are 

tagged out at the plate. 

 

Throwing Competition:  (Throwing and Footwork for Force Out) 

- Players warm-up throwing before competition 

- At set distance players throw on coaches command (Ready, Break, Throw). 

- Partner catching must catch ball with one foot on the base (anchoring a foot like first baseman). 

- Distance increases each round. 

- If you miss, go back to starting distance because you need more practice at closure distance. 

 

Competition Relay:  (Throwing, Catching and Relays) 

- 4 or more to a group with even spacing through out playing area. 

- Ball starts at the front on the line with that player throwing to the next player in the relay. 

- Ball must travel to destination and back 3 times without being dropped to win.   

- If ball is dropped it must start back at the beginning. 

 

Name Circle Flip: 

- 4 or more in a group. 

- Shuffle in a circle and flip the ball to a teammate after calling their name. 

- Add more than one ball. 

- Make certain flipping patter (every other person). 

 

Star Drill: (Base running) 

- Start on right side of pitching rubber and run to home, 1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
, and finish through home plate. 

- Always run to appropriate base around left side and return to rubber around left side advancing to 

next base. 

Perfect Infield Routine:  (No Ball, no one makes error, all perfect plays) 

 

Dive Drill:  (diving and completing great play w/good throw) 

- Player starts w/ball in glove on his knees.  Player dives rt. or lft., practice the get-up and throw. 

 

Drop Step and Go:  (Outfielder steps) 

  

Fly Ball Communication:  (Pecking order for the right to the ball) 

 

Slip and Slide:  (Sliding Reps)  



NOTE: For all of the drills below, keep in mind and reinforce where applicable the 

philosophy of the VCS Plan at the Plate. Also, it is not necessary to cover all of the 

drills/situations in every practice, try to complete them once a week if you can. 

 

VCS Offensive Progression 
 

1. Swing Thought – Combines dry swings with visualization of situations and skills. 

Visualize success in each scenario; vary men on base, number of outs, count etc.  

• Basic Sets, 0-0 Count, your pitch 

o 5 up the middle, 5 opposite field, 5 pull 

o 5 takes – take a pitch the right way (emphasize yes yes yes) 

• Advanced Sets, 2 strike counts 

o 5 toughest pitch with 2 strikes, put in play hard 

o 5 foul off 

o 5 take for ball four 

o 5 take for strike 2, then put in play hard (mental toughness) 

• Additional Sets - drive guys in, get bunts down, squeeze etc. 

 

2. Tee work – Adds a ball and instant feedback to swing thought. Emphasize movement 

(load) and visualization to make it realistic and interesting. 

• Work different counts/situations; always 5 up the middle 5 opposite and 5 pull 

• Concentrate on location of ball as it goes into the net for feedback 

• Make sure that ball on tee is in the proper position for contact, if possible have 

plate under tee 

 

3. Soft Toss – Add motion into drills to make it even more realistic. Concentrate on 

hands, change of direction, and net feedback. Good feed is critical! 

• 5 facing net – hitter faces net, coils at waist, drives through ball 

• 5 head on – hitter lines feet up, front leg in front – BALANCE!! 

• Basic Toss – 5 away, 5 pull, 5 middle 

 

4. BP – Short distance, improve number of strikes get more swings. Cage is best for 

working on swing!!  

• Round 1 - 10 with 0-0 count, your pitch, hit it where pitched 

• Round 2- 10 with 2 strikes, work on yes yes yes and put in play hard 

• Work on letting the ball get deep in the zone (if coach can be behind the plate 

in "umpire" position to watch, best spot to see this and watch BP) 

• Can work in situations as needed.  

• Start each round with 2 bunts; work on bunting as much as you can!!  

• ALWAYS SWING AT STRIKES – practice not swinging at balls during BP 



VCS Baseball – Swing Basics 

 

Base  

• Feet a little more than shoulder width apart 

• Feet parallel 

• Knees slightly bent, athletic stance 

• Weight 40% front foot, 60% back foot – shift hips to accomplish, do not lean 

back 

• Make sure you address the plate in a comfortable position to get hands extended 

on swing 

 

Hands 

• Relaxed, natural 

• Line up second knuckles so bat in fingers 

• Held up by ear, slightly above back shoulder 

• Make sure they are off the body and back 

• Elbows bent, arms should never lock out or straighten 

• Ideally, both elbows point to ground and are relaxed, especially front arm needs to 

be out of the way of the eyes 

 

Head 

• Chin near front shoulder 

• Both eyes in position to focus on pitcher turn head more if necessary, do not peak 

• Balanced and comfortable 

 

Action 

• Rubber band principle – use front foot and hands to stretch. During action, head 

must stay still; chin goes from shoulder to shoulder. Foot should move forward 

slightly, weight remains back until contact then transfers. 

• Action should begin when pitcher starts to load and arm draws back 

• Slow action will slow down pitch and allow for tracking the ball deep in zone 

• Hands never stop moving; they change direction from set point back towards ball 

and hitting zone 

• Hands continue through the ball in direction of ball's flight 

• Short to the ball, stay "behind" the ball, long through the ball 

• Finish in a good balanced position so that first step out of the box can be the back 

foot 

 



VCS Baseball – Bunt Basics 

 

Base  

• Feet a little more than shoulder width apart 

• Feet parallel 

• Knees slightly bent, athletic stance 

• Weight 40% front foot, 60% back foot – shift hips to accomplish, do not lean 

back 

• Make sure you address the plate in a comfortable position to get hands extended 

into fair territory and allow for good bat control and plate coverage. Cheat a little 

closer to plate and towards pitcher. 

 

Hands 

• Relaxed, natural 

• Keep top hand out of the way, pinch bat between thumb and forefinger; hold 

about where handle turns to barrel 

• Lower hand about middle of handle 

• Hold in fair territory 

• Bat angle about 30 degrees, point end of bat towards second baseman 

 

Head 

• Both eyes in position to focus on pitcher turn head more if necessary, do not peak 

• Balanced and comfortable 

 

Action 

• To get in position, twist at waist, bring weight forward and extend hands and bat 

forward into fair territory.  

• Cover the plate!! 

• Timing depends on situation and style of bunt, but never too late!! 

• Bunt it where pitched, never back to pitcher 

• Bunt strikes, unless squeeze! 

• Track ball to bat, put ball on the ground 

• Use legs to move up and down, do not dip bat or poke at ball or give with pitch. 

Physics will deaden the ball 

• Do not be timid!! 

 



Victor Baseball – Plan at the Plate 

 

Balanced -     Easy, quick swing; not a big strong swing 

- Stay within your abilities 

- Don't try to do more with a pitch than you can, in other words, hit it 

where it is pitched 

- Drive through the baseball 

- Hit your pitch 

- Take your walks 

- Stay gap to gap  

- Mental balance as well; stay calm in all situations, do not get flustered, 

don't let one pitch or situation ruin your at-bat, don't be afraid to be 

behind in the count or to take strike if it is not a pitch you want 

- Don't jump at the ball, allow it to get deep into the hitting zone 

 

Athletic -     Have a smooth swing 

- Have a simple stance and action 

- Use your legs to provide a strong base to your swing 

- Keep your hand moving and changing direction; never hit from a stand 

still or stopped position 

- Have the mental and mechanical preparation out of the way before you 

step into the box. Hitting is an athletic reaction to a pitched ball, not a 

thought process or engineering project; See it and Hit it 

- Make physical adjustments as needed based on the competition and 

situation if something is not working mid-game. Doing the same thing 

over and over again and expecting a different result is the definition of 

insanity. 

- Trust your physical abilities, trust your hands 

 

Tenacious -     Compete at all times. Do not waste an at-bat, they are precious 

- Be a tough out; do not ever quit part-way through an at-bat. It only 

takes one pitch to succeed, but and one strike does not get you out 

- Put the ball in play with hard contact 

- Put the pressure on the other team, make them make tough plays and 

take advantage of mistakes to push them to failure 

- Never take the foot off the pedal 

- Do not give in to the pitcher 

- Be aggressive in the zone, don't let your pitch or a mistake go by 

(based on pitch and situation) without taking a hack 

- It is a team game, put positive pressure on your teammates by putting 

it on the next guy to keep it rolling 

- Every time the pitcher loads up, we are thinking Yes-Yes-Yes and we 

only stop if it is a pitch we do not want to hit. 

 







Infielder Practice Progression 

Range Drill 

Work w/a partner, roll 5 underhand ground balls, mixing up hops and speed, switch roles 

• 5 move feet to get in front  (Ready Position) 

• 5 glove side    1. Athletic & Comfortable 

• 10 backhand    2. Feet a little more than shoulder width 

• 5 slow roller    3. Hands in front & relaxed facing each other 

Stationary Short Hop Picks 

Work w/a partner; throw 5 short hops about 10 feet apart and switch roles 

• 5 middle     1. Ready Position 

• 5 glove side    2. Power Z (bend in ankles,knees,waist) 

• 10 back hand    3. Glove starts on ground & picks forward 

Rectangle Drill 

Group of 4 in a rectangle 

• Double Play feeds- short side flip technique, long side turn DP technique (rotate players) 

• Quick Tag- tag and move feet to square up- see target and throw, reverse directions 

Mini Infield Bucket Ground Ball Drill Progression (Coach has full bucket @ H, Empty Bucket @1
st

) 

Coach roll ground ball to each of the 6 infield positions, starting at 3B-ending w/catcher 

#1.  Easy force out play to first base (use pitcher’s to cover first) 

• 2 range plays in a row (glove & backhand), force out play at first 

• Normal depth play and charge play on slow roller, force out at first 

Rotate positions  

#2.  Double play  

• DP Depth 2 reps force at second to first (use pitcher’s to cover first) 

• Infield in 2 reps force at home to first 

Rotate positions 

#3.  Play at Home (Infield In) 

• Hard groundball & slow roller play with Force Out @ home (catcher rep is foul fly ball) 

• Same with Tag Play @ Home 

Rotate positions 

#4.  Fly Ball Responsibilities  #5.  Bunt Coverage Responsibilities 



Daily Outfield Drills 

 
1) Warm up playing catch. 

-Your partner should always be giving you a target to throw at standing like a cut off man. 

-You should always be moving your feet so that you catch the ball and make a balanced online 

throw. 

 

2) Wall drill (ground balls). 

-1 line if #’s are no more than 6. 

-1
st
 player inline throws of the wall nice and easy, next player fields ground ball on outside of 

non-throwing  foot and crow hops and delivers nice and easy to target.  

-Players alternate working good ground ball mechanics until each player has fielded 10. 

-Then re-start drill working to cut off groundballs in the gap to the rt. (10 reps.) and also to the lft. 

(10 reps.) 

 

3) Wall drill communication (fly balls=mine, mine, mine). 

-3 in a group, use wall on one side of the gym. 

-Line-up according to position facing wall. 

-1 player or coach throws ball high of wall. 

-Players calls mine, mine, mine, and catch ball overhead working to get underneath ball. 

-Player who catches ball simulates moving toward target, crow hopping and throwing. 

-Closest player to the ball communicate where to throw ball to cutoff man (2
nd

, 3rd,home). 

 

4) Drop steps and go drill. 

-Players all line-up square to coach or player tossing flyball (10 reps gloveside and 10 throwing 

arm side) 

-Take drop step to gain depth and keep eye on ball. 

-Catch overhead and on balance coming through the baseball and simulate throw to cutoff man. 

 

5) 3 ball Z drill. 

-Players work drop step on fly balls thrown 3 different directions (10 reps and reverse order 10 

reps). 

-Make catch and drop the ball (player who is in the hole will pick them up right away). 

 

6) Dive drill (use mat for diving area). 

-One step layout make catch and pop to feet and make a throw to cutoff man.  

 

7) Fungo’s from coach  

-Coach stands at home plate w/bucket of balls and alternates hitting to rt. center and lft.center 

fields. 

-players split in half into rt. Center and lft. Center and get a good read on the ball of the bat and 

make the catch.  They will then run the ball to the short center field bucket and drop the ball into 

it, running to the opposite line. 

 

8) Batting practice w/live defense 

-group of base runners work of 1
st
 base and baserun off the hit ball.  Outfielders work on knowing 

where the play is going and practicing it. Next hitter move runners over to 2
nd

, 3
rd

 etc… 

  



I. Pitching Fundamentals 

 

A. Developing Mechanics: (everyone can learn good mechanics & how to take care of arm) 

Grip= 2 and 4 seam Fastball, Change-up 

1. Wind-up Position= be relaxed with body square to the plate, focus on target with straight and 

level head. 

 

2. Rocker Step=Hide ball and wrist, taking short 45 degree angled step with no extra body 

movement. 

 

3. Balance Position=smooth leg lift with back straight and relaxed front foot. 

 

4. Load Position=hand separate going down and up with fingers on top of ball. Elbows have flexion 

with throwing elbow higher than shoulder. Glove points to target. 

 

5. Delivery=riding straight leg to the plate with landing foot slightly closed (release point).  Back hip 

will open front hip pivoting on front foot. 

 

6. Follow Through-should be rag loose, snapping wrist and waving goodbye to baseball.  Back foot 

finishes high to square off fielding stance.  

 

B. What to look for in your pitchers during pitching mechanic drills: 

#1. Relax starting position with straight level head.  Shoulders level through out the delivery. 

 

#2. Balanced and smooth leg lift w/out swing or jerking. 

 

#3. Hands separate at the middle of the chest and fingers get on top of the ball (show ss the ball). 

 

#4. Landing foot slightly closed on stiff landing leg with the legs leading the shoulder rotation. 

 

#5. Slow starting motion to explosive rotation of the body 

 

Key coaching points:   

 

Straight and Level Head 

 

Turn of the Torso 

-hips and shoulders rotate prior to ball release 

-legs 1
st
 and upper body 2

nd
 

-slightly closed landing foot with firm front leg 
-front shoulder is closed until forced open by rotating of back shoulder 

 

Down Back and Up 

-rag loose arm 

-flextion in the elbow 

-fingers on top of the ball 

 

Elbow Above Shoulder 

-arm slot between 10 and 11 o’clock 

-elbow leads forearm and hand 

 



Throw the Ball, Throw the Glove 

-flextion in the elbows 

-wave good-bye to the ball w/wrist snap 

 

Reach and Shake 

-rag loose arm 

-no tension on follow through  

 

Pitching Progression Drills: 
 

#1. Wall Balance (hold for 10 seconds)     

-go through rocker step to balance position               

 

#2. No Arm Delivery  
-lower half first, riding pivot foot as long as possible 

-torso pulls shoulders through 

-high back leg kick and square base fielding position 

 

#3. Short Box throwing to a partner or coach 

-5 strikes from the stretch or wind-up 

-5 inside target 4 seam FB 

-5 outside target 2 seam FB or Change UP 

 

#4.Bull Pens w/a catcher (work in sets of 15 pitches) 
A. Wind-up & Get Ahead Set- focus on throwing strike one with all pitches 

B. Stretch & 4 seam FB- throw for a strike & change speed and location after throwing a strike 

C. Adjustment- Wind-up or Stretch catcher calls pitch, if miss, make adjustment and throw again 

D. Wind-up & Throw Simulated Live AB’s- catcher sets situation 1
st
 Hitter Lefty etc…, 3 outs 

 

Extra drills to help struggling Pitchers: 
 

#5. Balance-Catch and Deliver (Coach Checks Mechanics) 

-rocker step to balance position and hold 

-coach toss a ball to the pitcher 

-check pitchers position and have him deliver to catcher 

 

#6. Frame Throwing (chart balls, K’s, and location)  

-start at shortened distance throwing to catchers target, don’t move back until successful 

-use 2 balls (1 always in the pitchers glove to help front side control) 

-increase by five feet to normal pitching distance, working all pitches 

 

#7. Intra Squad Situational Throwing  

-Pitcher takes mound in intra squad working on his weakness 

-first hitter of game, relieving w/runners on, lefty/righty, crowding plate, small ball, 1
st
 & third, runners in 

scoring position, 0-2 pitch, holding the running game, etc…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Victor Blue Devil Baseball  
 

Pitching Drills 
Run, Stretch and band warm-up arm before starting pitching drills: 

 

•  “Perfect throwing position” Progression Drill 

 

1. Square to partner, Break-Pause-Throw 10 pitches getting on top of the ball  

Focus on upper body getting on top of ball, glove aimed at target  

 

2. Stretch position, Rhythmic throwing- Throw 10 pitches-working on grips, spins, 

and location by stepping slightly to arm side/glove side KEY ON MECHNICS: 

 

*Follow through stepping down the line and balance on plant foot and getting out of the 

rubber w/soul to ceiling, break hands at top of leg kick. 

 

*Focus on balance and posture (head level, chest over front knee) 

 

3. Wind up Throwing 2 and 4 seam FB to a partner on a straight line 

 

*Focus on balance and smooth delivery, staying tall on back leg and stepping straight 

down the line 

 

*Increase distance to full length of gym and alternate throwing FB and Change-up 

 

4. Stretch Throwing in Short Box  with partner (5 strikes, 5 In , 5 away) 

 

*Focus on control and holding runners with different looks 

 

5. Bull Pen with Catcher (work in sets of 15 pitches) 

*Wind-up & Get Ahead Set- focus on throwing strike one with (FB, CB or CH) 

 

*Stretch & 4 seam FB- throw FB for a strike and change speed on next pitch 

 

*Wind up or Stretch Adjustment- catcher calls pitch and location, if miss make  

Adjustment and throw again until you hit the spot 

 

*Wind-up & Throw Live- simulated batter, 3 outs, If walk pitch from stretch 

 

6. Partner practice holding runners and throwing to all bases. 

 

 

End Session with Band Program & Conditioning 

 

 

 



Extra Mechanic Drills: 

 

7. Wall Wind-up  & hold (10reps) 

 

8. No arm delivery on a straight line (10 wind-up & 10 Stretch)-Low Body 

Mechanics 

 

9. Balance drill –50 ft. use coach or partner to toss ball (10 reps.) 

*Focus on getting into a balance high cock or launch position with hand higher than hat 

level.  Catch ball from balance position.  Step out into stride length with lead foot turned 

slightly in on stride line.  Stay on the ball of front foot.  Initiate movement with the back 

hip and turning at the waist.  Accelerate at release point.  Bury the pitching arm across 

the lead leg.  

 

 

10. Work fielding ground balls, covering 1
st
, double play, and fielding bunts.  

 

11. Work on your weakness!  Deserve Success!! 



Victor Baseball Pitching Philosophy & Keys to success: 

Take the mound with confidence and work at a good pace to help your defense stay focused.  A well spotted fastball is 

the best pitch in high school baseball.   

#1.  Victor pitchers need to have a two and four seam fastball they can spot on both sides of the plate.  Location-

Location-Location is the most important factor.  You must change the hitter’s eyes by working up and down in the zone. 

Developing a good fastball will help to set up your other pitches.  You must change the hitters timing with off speed 

(straight change and curveball).   

#2.  Pitchers need to throw off speed in FB counts to work ahead of hitters.  Then throw off speed out of the zone to get 

strike out.  If you can throw off speed when the hitter is ahead you will succeed. 

 Develop a throw hard strikes mentality and be aggressive on the mound, challenging hitters on the inside part of the 

plate.  Things to improve pitching success: 

Improve pitching mechanics, mental toughness, flexibility, arm strength, and total body strength with an emphasis on 

core and lower body weight training. 

Pitching with a purpose in situations: 

Pre-game- take full advantage of your pre-inning warm-up pitches.  Spot a couple of fastballs to get loose, throw at least 

one breaking ball and a change up.  End every other inning with a pitch out. 

No outs, nobody on, naked count- work ahead of hitters; no one has ever fielded a walk. 

0-2 count work the black. 

3-2 count, 2 outs, with runner on- throw over to pick lead runner as he maybe moving on pitchers first movement. 

First base open with 3,4, 5 hitter up.- make hitter hit your pitch.  Spot the black part of the plate. 

7,8, and 9 hitters we must challenge with FB and make them earn there way on with a hit. 

Runner on first with good speed and close game.- hold runner by changing your looks.  Slide step, hold the set position 

to freeze the runner, step off, and throw over at different times in the set position. 

Infield in or runner on third with less than 2 outs- get ground ball by working low. 

Batter squares to squeeze bunt- throw high & tight, charge plate and cover home in run down. 

1
st

 and 3
rd

- use first to third move.  If runner at first leaves early, step off and check runner at third.  Pick him if you can.  

If he holds turn and throw to SS. 

Velocity Bull Pen- split the plate in half and work on velocity not placement.  Control Bull Pen- slow down the velocity 

and work on placement to the black part on the plate. 

Velocity can be increase by strengthening the arm, entire body, increasing flexibility and better mechanics. 



Indoor Catcher’s Drills 
 

All drills should be done after a full body warm up has been completed and catchers have 

been completely geared up 
 

Receiving Drills 
1) Shadow 
Catcher starts out in their stance. Coach holds a ball in front of the catcher and moves it 
around the strike zone. The catcher follows the path of the baseball and frames the area. The 
catcher should work on body movement and catching the ball in halves. 
 
2) One Knee Underhand Toss/No Glove 
Coach gets on one knee five to ten feet from the catcher. The coach will underhand toss a 
ball to the catcher. The catcher will work on body movement and catching the ball in halves. 
The benefit of this approach is that the coach is close enough that they can be more accurate 
with their toss and work all areas. 
 
3) Medium Toss 
Coach stands up and throws pitches to a catcher from 40-50 feet. This allows the catcher to 
track the ball from a longer distance. The catcher will still work on body movement and 
catching the ball in halves. 
 
4) Rapid Fire 
Catcher will be receiving balls from coach/teammates from a distance of 20’ to 25’, Catcher 
receives and quickly drops ball focusing on next incoming ball, approximately 20 balls 

 

Blocking Drills 
1) Positioning Drill 

Have catcher get in a textbook blocking position without glove, partner throws ball lightly 
to catcher in blocking position 

2) Dry Block Drill 
Catcher will start in receiving position, partner will point left, center or right of catcher and 
catcher will go to correct blocking position (repeat until winded focusing on proper 
alignment and conditioning) 

3) Live Block Drill 
Catcher will start in receiving position, coach/teammate will throw ball from approximately 
30’, making catcher block at all different angles, no more than 6 in a row 

 

Throwing Drills 
1) Clap Drill 

Catchers will put ball in glove above head, even with eyes and to the right of head, for 30 
seconds catchers will work on getting ball out of glove as quickly as possible, putting ball in 
glove, quick almost like clapping motion should be seen and heard 

2) Pudge Drill 
2 Catchers get on one knee, chest to knee with follow through 
 5 throws at 60’ 
 5 throws 90’  
 5 throws 120’ 

3) Quick Release 
2 Catchers 60’ apart from upright position catchers play catch for approximately 30 seconds 
working on transfer, release and follow through.  



THROWER’S “Solid Six” PROGRAM 
1. Diagonal Pattern D2 Extension (1 set of 10 reps) 

Involved hand will grip tubing handle overhead and out to the side. Pull tubing down and across 
your body to the opposite side of leg. During the motion, lead with your thumb. 

 

 
2. Diagonal Pattern D2 Flexion (2 sets of 10 reps) 

Gripping tubing handle in hand of involved arm, begin with arm out from side 45 degrees and 
palm facing backward. After turning palm forward, proceed to flex elbow and bring arm up and 

over the uninvolved shoulder. Turn palm down and reverse to take arm back to starting position. 
This exercise should be done in a controlled manner. 

 

 
3. External Rotation at 0 degrees Abduction (2 sets of 10 reps) 

Stand with involved elbow fixed at side, elbow at 90 degrees and involved arm across front of 

body. Grip tubing handle while the other end of the tubing is fixed to a stationary object. Pull 

out with arm, keeping elbow at side. Return tubing slowly and in a controlled manner. 
 

 
 

4. Internal Rotation at 0 degrees Abduction (1 set of 10 reps) 
Standing with elbow at side, fixed at 90 degrees and should rotated out. Grip tubing handle 

while other end of tubing is fixed to a stationary object. Pull arm across body, keeping elbow at 
side. Return tubing slowly and controlled. 

 
 



 

 
5. External Rotation at 90 degrees Abduction (2 sets of 10 reps) 

Stand with shoulder abducted 90 degrees and elbow flexed 90 flexed. Grip tubing handle while 
the other end is fixed straight ahead, slightly lower than the shoulder. Keeping shoulder 

abducted, rotate the shoulder back, keeping elbow at 90 degrees. Return tubing and hand to 

start position. 
 

 
 

6. Internal Rotation at 90 degrees Abduction (1 set of 10 reps) 
Stand with shoulder abducted to 90 degrees, externally rotated 90 degrees and elbow bent 90 

degrees. Keeping shoulder abducted, rotate shoulder forward, keeping elbow bent at 90 
degrees. Return tubing and hand to start position. 

 
 

Victor Baseball Tubing Warm-up Program to 

be done before and after throwing sessions: 

• 1 set of 10 reps for the stronger internal 

rotation exercises 

(Exercises- # 1, #4, #6) 

• 2 sets of 10 reps for the weaker exercise 

(Exercises-#2, #3, #5) 



Little League Coaches Code of Conduct 

 
Coaching a youth sport program such as Little League Baseball is a privilege that is not to be taken for granted. 

As a coach, approved by Victor Little League (VLL) Board of Directors, you have an important role in the 

development of the young children in the community. We strive to teach each child the positive values of good 

sportsmanship, fair play and teamwork – values they can use throughout their lives. In order to ensure each 

coach is acting in the best interest of the children and Little League Baseball, the VLL Board has developed a 

Coaches Code of Conduct for interactions with other coaches, players, parents, fans, VLL Assembly and 

umpires.  
 

1) Players – When there are interactions with players, appropriate language and behavior is expected.  

a. Language - At no time is cursing or yelling at a player acceptable. As a coach you are a mentor 

and should focus on the positive. A coach should be looking for opportunities to praise and 

encourage the players.  

b. Discipline – At no time is physical discipline of a player acceptable. At the beginning of the 

season, coaches are encouraged to establish and communicate rules of acceptable behavior to 

players and parents, and the consequences if not followed. Coaches have a variety of discipline 

measures at their disposal including restriction to the dugout, dismissal from practice or games, 

and, with approval of the VLL Board of Directors, dismissal from the team. (Coaches are 

responsible for supervision of the child until the parents arrive at the field.) If a coach wishes to 

discipline his own child, he is expected to pull the player aside for corrective action.  
 

2) Parents / Fans – Coaches are expected to interact with parents in a professional manner. Appropriate 

language and behavior is expected. At no time should a coach respond to comments from fans during a 

game.  
 

3) Coaches – Coaches are expected to interact with opposing coaches in a professional manner. At no time 

should a coach yell from one dugout to another at an opposing coach. Coaches are to address other 

coaches between innings and with the umpire present. If the need arises to address an opposing coach 

before the end of the half inning, the coach should ask the umpire to call timeout to address the 

opposing coach at home plate.  
 

4) Umpires – Coaches are expected to interact with umpires in a professional manner. At no time should a 

coach yell from the dugout, first base coach’s box, or third base coach’s box to an umpire. Coaches are 

to address the umpires between innings with the umpire’s permission. If the need arises to address an 

umpire before the end of the half inning, the coach should call a timeout and request permission to 

address the umpire at home plate. If a coach asks for the umpire’s permission to discuss a call, the 

umpire will be more willing to listen. Umpires are generally unpaid volunteers. Some are high school 

students. Adult coaches should be mindful of this when interacting with them.  
 

5) Drugs, Alcohol, & Tobacco – A coach determined to be under the influence of drugs or alcohol will be 

asked to leave the field immediately. An infraction of this type will (with approval from the VLL Board 

of Directors), result in a termination of coaching privileges. In addition, the use of tobacco (in any form) 

while coaching is strictly prohibited.  

 

In the event a complaint is received by the VLL Board of Directors of a coach failing to comply with the above 

listed code of conduct, the Board may decide to:  
 

1) Dismiss the case, 2) draft a warning letter or 3) revoke all or part of the coach’s privileges. By signing in 

the space provided below, you are agreeing that you have read and understand the Coaches Code of 

Conduct for VLL Baseball.  

 

 

 

________________________________  _________________________________ __________ 

Printed Name       Signature                                                            Date 




